
1,1 Consonants

The two-letter symbol ng represents the velar
nasal phoneme which occurs in the English words sing
and singep ^ l^lot only does ng occur word final

(tdbang) and word medial Q)angon^ panggas^bangbangj
but it also occurs word initial [ngadan^ ngipen) .

The voiceless stops, p^ t^ and fe are never
aspirated, that is, they are not pronounced with a

puff of air following. The phoneme p may be either a

stop or fricative when occurring between vowels; the

fricative is pronounced like an / but with both lips.

Glottal stop is a consonant which is written as

in other Philippine orthographies as follows.

1) It is not written when it occurs word

initial (ag^c?ng'^ ikan^ eden^ odan^ utung)

.

2) It is not written when it occurs between

vowels Q)uun^ doen^ baay^ lieg^ kaen^ meapon)

.

3) It is written as a grave accent over the

vowel when it occurs either before a consonant or at

the end of a word {tolid. kanen^ mepiya^ sldo^ mamis^

olOj bathj golt^ aph^ sisi) .

4) It is written as a hyphen when it occurs

following a consonant (.eg-ogpa^ mig-elomo^ tig-apo)

.



If the conventions of writing glottal stop were
to be ignored, much confusion would result. There
would then be no way to discriminate between pairs of
words which differ only by the presence or absence of
glottal stop.

olo *head'; olo 'only*
soso 'breast

' ; soso 'mollusk

'

iofca 'carry'; haba 'short'; baba 'mouth'
eho 'enter water'; eio 'disembowel'
inapit 'stop and fetch'; in-apit 'stop and leave'
haog 'valley'; haj)og 'to dip'

In addition to its use to represent glottal
stop, a hyphen is also used to separate reduplicated
stems to make reading them easier. When used for
this purpose the hyphen does not necessarily repre-
sent glottal stop Xt0j)al''tewalany netaga-taga^
neeneng-enengan^ nrigpebelaw^be loway^_ rrrCggama-gama) .

1.2 Vowels

There are five vowels: one front, three
central and one back. The front vowel i^ is high un-
rounded, and has the sound of the vowel. in the
English word feet (ini^ ibing^ b:il<bik)

.

The back vowel o is mid rounded and has the
sound of the vowel in the English Afjoxd boat (doton^
ogpOj boTibok)

.

The three central vowels a^ e^ and w are re-
spectively low, mid and high. The low central vowel a
has the sound of the vowel in the English word father
(aladj balai/j lata).

The mid central vowel e is always pronounced as
a very short vowel sound. It has the sound of the
vowel in the English word but (ebel^ kebkeb/ mebenes^
doen) .

The high central vowel u has no equivalent
vowel sound in English and is a longer vowel sound



than e and is formed with the tongue positioned high-

er in the mouth (dc?wn> -punu^ balud^ bugsak^ utung)

.

It is the least frequently occurring vowel.

Five significant vowel sounds are distinguished

in Manobo, but only three significantly contrastive

vowel sounds exist in Gebuano Visayan, the major

language spoken in Mindanao. According to Wolff, ^ the

three contrastive vowels in Cebuano, and their ideal

pronunciation/are: front Tij^ central (a)^ and back

(u) . The vowels distinguished in Manobo and Cebuano

Visayan are contrasted in Figure 1.

Vowels of Saranganl Manobo:



Native speakers of Cebuano who attempt to learn
speak, and read Manobo have particular difficulty in
hearing and pronouncing the differences among the
three central vowels, a^ e^ and w. Contrasts among
them are shown by the following pairs of words.

dalem 'inside of delem 'night*
kanen 'food' kanan 'eat at'

alas 'pungent' eles 'hide|
kalep 'dive' kelep 'full of
kalag 'to joke' kelag 'to cry'
dan 'they' den 'already'
doen 'there is' doun 'a reason'
sibelek 'crave' buluk 'mottled'
lebak 'broken' luba 'happy'
baleng 'drunk' bulung 'confused'
belad 'hand' balud 'waves'
pelk 'armpit' puluk 'sad'

tapay 'previous' tapuy 'fermented rice'
bags^ 'satisfy' bugsak 'launder'
gowang 'shout' gowung 'tribe'
sabang 'rivermouth' sabung 'fishtrap'

In spelling Manobo words, each of the vowel
sounds is represented by a single vowel symbol; and
when reading Manobo, each vowel symbol represents a
single vowel sound. This principle contrasts signi-
ficantly with the common practice of writing vowels
in Cebuano, Although Cebuano has only three con-
trastive vowel sounds, five vowel symbols are common-
ly used in written Cebuano. According to Wolff,
"In Cebuano publications /i/ is sometimes written i,

sometimes e, but with no consistency; and /u/ some-
times is written w, sometimes o (again with no con-
sistency) ."^

Although this lack of economy in writing vowels
in Cebuano may have only minor consequences, the
practice of writing vowels inconsistently can not be
carried over into the writing of Manobo vowels. All
five vowel symbols must be used consistently in order
to represent faithfully the pronunciation of the five
contrastive vowel sounds. In Manobo the front vowel



is always written i; the back vowel is always written

o.- The symbol u is reserved for the high central

vowel,

1.3 Stress

In the following examples, stress is marked by

an acute accent {'} over the vowel of the stressed

syllable

.

1) Stress usually - occurs on the next to last

syllable of yfiOTdsi.bdso^migbdsa^ meddetj mengabatj

menenoOj medma.

2) For words in which the next to last vowel

is e and the last vowel is other than^, stress

occurs on the last syllable : hegds^ lekdt^ etehdy^

bendl^ hinelesdn.

3) For words in which the last two vowels are

both Qy stress occurs on the next to last syllable:

deleg^ benget^ iselem^ rrdneles.

- 4) A few words, contrary to the above rules,

occur with stress on the last syllable: edin^ sinu^

onto^ ekedj ika^ olo^ peden.

1 .4 Length

Length has a pattern similarto that of stress.

In the follo^v^. examples, length is marked by a

colon (:) following the lengthened - vowel or con-

sonant .

1) Length usually occurs on the vowel of the

next to last syllable of the last word before a pause.

Wedad dini so nesa:yo.
TimoW cdj) dime : ton

.

2)' If, in the last word before a pause, the

next to- last vowel is e and the last vowel is other

than^, no lengthening occurs.



Kinita ko se hekesan.
Onto mebegat.

3) If, in the last word before a pause, the
last two vowels are both e , the consonant between the
vowels is lengthened; if there are two consonants
between the vowels, the first consonant is lengthened.

Nesayo se wedad inenengien.
Nepela so mebented.
Ibeg din lomem:lem.
Nebela so pinek:pek.

1.5 Intonation

The last word of a sentence is the most impor-
tant intonationally. In normal speech, high pitch
tends to occur on the stressed syllable of the last
word of a sentence, mid pitch occurs on words and
syllables before the high pitch, and low pitch occurs
on the syllable after the high pitch. In section 3.3
the intonation patterns of statements and questions
are contrasted and illustrated.

Additional details of the Manobo sound system
are described in Appendix A.
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